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ABSTRACT 

To develop effective design methods and to improve 

design technologies, it is important to understand 

design cognitive activities. Following our previous 

preliminary work on the application of electrical 

brain signals to study designer behaviours, we 

further investigate the relationship between electrical 

brain signals and design activities. Firstly, we 

segmented design protocol based on design 

activities. Second, the segments were clustered 

through their corresponding brain signals. Third, we 

identified the similarity of the design activities 

among all of the segments belonging to the same 

cluster. It was observed that there was an association 

between certain types of design activities and brain’s 

electrical signals. The result is promising and future 

research questions are identified to improve the 

proposed approach 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to develop effective design method and to 

improve current design technology, it is necessary to 

understand the natural design process [1]. 

Researchers in design have been trying different 

techniques to reveal the cognitive process underlying 

the observed designer behaviours. The most popular 

technique adopted in design research is verbal 

protocol analysis. Verbal protocol analysis dates 

back to Aristolte’s time [2]. In design research, 

protocol analysis was first adopted in late 1960s [3] 

and has increased quickly after 1994 [4]. In 

particular, researchers have used protocol analysis to 

study the differences in design approach between 

novice and experienced designers [5-7], to 

investigate the impact of language on design 

activities [8], to study the decision making in design 

[9], and to validate design model [10,11]. The 

relationship between creativity and design process is 

also examined in different aspects [12,13]. The 

disadvantage of protocol analysis method is that 

researchers can only study behaviours that are 

observable or behaviours that can be verbalized. 

Therefore, it is necessary to find a new method which 

can help researchers study complete cognitive 

process.   

Researchers in brain-computer interface (BCI), 

Kansei (emotional) engineering, human factors 

science and psychology have been focusing on using 

physiological signals to control external devices, 

identify human’s emotional state, explore human 

capability [14-16] and study mental activities [17-

19]. Following the trend, researchers start to use 

physiological signals to study design activities 

[20,21]. The method allows researchers to directly 

observe changes in subject’s physiological signals 

which may reflect changes in emotion and/or 

cognitive function.  

Continuing our previous preliminary work on the 

application of electrical brain (EEG) signals to study 

designer behaviors [22], we further investigate the 

relationship between EEG signals and design 

activities. In the current study, we group design 

activities based on the corresponding electrical brain 

signals recorded during the design process. 

The paper is organized as follows: a brief 

introduction to EEG is given in Section 2 followed 

by an introduction to clustering k-means algorithm in 

Section 3. Section 4 and Section 5 present 

experimental setting and data analysis. Section 6 

presents the result and Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY 
(EEG) 

Electroencephalography (EEG) is the method of 

recording brain’s electrical signals. The EEG picks 

up the signals originated from the communication 

between neurons, which is the process of releasing 

neurotransmitters from one neuron (pre-synaptic 

neuron) to adjacent neuron (post-synaptic neuron) 
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[23]. The release of neurotransmitters to the post-

synaptic neuron causes chemical ions to move 

between the extracellular and intracellular 

environment. This movement leads to the change in 

extracellular and intracellular potential and make the 

neurons become a dipole. Thousands of such dipoles 

will generate a voltage large enough to propagate to 

the scalp and to be picked up by EEG system [24].  

Electrical brain signals, also called EEG signals, are 

classified in terms of frequency band. There are four 

main bands: delta (1-4Hz), theta (4-8Hz), alpha (8-

13Hz) and beta (>13Hz). The delta rhythm is present 

all over the scalp during sleeping state. Theta rhythm 

is dominant during relaxed state and eye open. Alpha 

rhythm is dominant during eye close and beta rhythm 

appears when the brain is engaged in visual or 

cognitive activities [25].   

The position of EEG sensors usually follows 

international standard 10/20, 10/10 or 10/5 systems. 

In the current paper, EEG is recorded based on 10/20 

system. The 10/20 system divides a head into 19 

locations. Each location is denoted by two parts; the 

first part is letters indicating the lobe of the brain: F 

is for frontal lobe, Fp is for prefrontal cortex (part of 

frontal lobe), P is for parietal lobe, O is for occipital 

lobe, T is for temporal lobe and C is for motor cortex 

(part of frontal lobe). The second part is a number or 

a letter z: odd number indicating left hemisphere, 

even number indicating right hemisphere and z 

indicating the midline. 

 

 
Figure 1 The 10/20 system of the brain [26] 

3. CLUSTERING   

Clustering is the unsupervised classification of data 

into groups based on similarity [27]. Clustering of 

EEG signals has been used widely to identify 

phenomenon of interest [28-31]. In the current paper, 

k-means is adopted to cluster EEG signals. In k-

means, the number of clusters has to be defined in 

advance. The objective of k-means algorithm is to 

minimize the cost function  [32-34] 

𝐸 =∑∑𝑦𝑖𝑙

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑘

𝑙=1

𝑑(𝑋𝑖 , 𝑄𝑙) (1) 

where 𝑘 is the number of clusters,  𝑛 is the number of 

objects, 𝑋𝑖 is the object 𝑖 and 𝑄𝑙 is the mean of 

cluster 𝑙, 𝑦𝑖𝑙 is the weight associated with object 𝑖 in 

relation to cluster 𝑙, 𝑑(𝑋𝑖 , 𝑄𝑙) is the similarity 

measure between object 𝑋𝑖 and cluster mean 𝑄𝑙,  

The algorithm k-means randomly assigns each data 

object in a dataset to arbitrary clusters. The mean of 

each cluster is calculated and each data object is 

evaluated against the cluster mean and is re-allocated 

if necessary. The process continues until no 

reallocation occurs.  

Most of the clustering algorithms require us to pre-

specify certain parameters. If the parameters are not 

chosen properly, the resulting clusters will not be 

optimal. An example of an optimal and a non-

optimal clustering result is given in Figure 2(a). 

Visually, the optimal number of clusters should be 

two as depicted in Figure 2(a) but an improper 

parameter assigned to the algorithm can result in 

three clusters as shown in Figure 2(b).    

 

 

                      (a)                          (b) 
Figure 2 Optimal and non-optimal number of clusters 

 

Therefore, validation of the clustering results is 

necessary to obtain the optimal clusters. There exist 

several validation methods, a review of which is 

reported in [35]. The index used in the current study 

is Hartigan index.  

The Hartigan index [36] is defined as follows: 

𝐻𝑘 = (𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1) (
𝑆𝑆𝑘
𝑆𝑆𝑘+1

− 1) (2) 

where 𝐻𝑘 is the Hartigan index of k clusters, n is the 

total number of objects in a data set, 𝑆𝑆𝑘 is the sum 

of square  of distance from the objects to their cluster 

centroids when there is k clusters and  𝑆𝑆𝑘+1 is the 

sum of square  of distance from the objects to their 
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cluster centroids when there is (k+1) clusters. 

According to Hartigan, the optimal number of 

clusters is the smallest k such that 𝐻𝑘 ≤ 10. 

4. EXPERIMENT 

4.1. Participants 

There are totally 13 participants from different ethnic 

background with age ranging from 20 to 40 years 

old. All of the participants are graduate students from 

engineering department and have English as either 

foreign language or first language. All of the 

participants have never taken any specific design 

training and are not aware of any design methods. In 

the current study, analysis for one subject is reported. 

4.2. Design problem 

Subjects are asked to work on the following design 

problem:  

“Design a house that can easily fly from one place to 

another place. 

 In your final result, clearly specify the functions 

(what can it do? how...) and the features of your 

product (How does it look like...)” 

This type of problem is chosen to minimize the 

domain-dependent effect.  

4.3. Experiment Process 

 

 
Figure 3 Experiment process: designer rests for 6 six 

minutes, works on the design problem and 

eventually are interviewed by the experimenter 

The experiment is divided into three main parts as 

shown in Figure 3. The first part lasted for six 

minutes. In the first three minutes the subjects are 

asked to relax with eye opened, in the next three 

minutes the subjects are asked to relax with eye 

closed. The second part is design experiment. The 

subjects are asked to work on a given design 

problem. There is no time limit. The third part is the 

interview process. After completing the design, the 

subjects are interviewed to report what they were 

thinking of during the design task. The recorded 

video is shown to the designers as a memory cue to 

answer the interviewed questions. 

4.4. Experiment Setup 

The devices used in the experiment are: camera, heart 

rate variability (HRV), tablet and EEG system. 

Details for each device are listed below:  

1. Camera: There are four main cameras 

recoding designers: one for the upper body 

part, one for the lower body part, one for the 

whole body and one for the face.  

2. HRV recorder: We use polar RS8000 device 

to record the variation in heart beat intervals. 

3. Tablet: the subject use tablet to do the 

design. Screen recording software records all 

the design activities.  

4. EEG system: We record 14 channels: Fpz, 

Fz, F4, F3, C4, C3, T4, T3, T6, T5, P4, P3, 

O2, O1 and right ear as shown in Figure 4. 

All the recordings are referential to left ear. 

The signal is then reconstructed into digital 

linked-ear montage.   

 

 
Figure 4 Fourteen channels and right earlobe A2 recorded 

by EEG 

 

The experiment setting is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5 Experiment setting  

 

 

 

Rest Design Interview
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5. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 

5.1. Data segmentation 

The tablet screen recording video serves as the basis 

for the segmentation. The video is segmented based 

on designer behaviors. The discontinuity in 

designer’s actions marks the starting and ending of a 

segment as illustrated in Figure 6. Examples of video 

segments are shown in Table 1.  

5.2. Data coding 

Data was coded based on the following pre-defined 

design activities: search for knowledge, analyze 

knowledge, evaluate knowledge, identify 

requirements, analyze requirements, express 

requirements, generate solution, express solution, and 

evaluate solution. 

 

 
Figure 6 An example of data segments 

 

The data is coded by two researchers. Any 

discrepancies in the coded data were discussed and 

resolved. 

5.3. EEG data processing and analysis 

The raw EEG data was passed through a high pass 

filter 0.3Hz, a low pass filter 40Hz and a Notch filter 

60Hz. Artifact caused by excessive movement were 

manually detected and removed. EEG data were 

segmented according to the video segments. 

Originally there were 54 segments in total. After the 

artifact removal step, there were 34 segments left.  

Muscular artifact and ocular artifact is removed from 

each EEG segment by EEGLab plug-in AAR toolbox 

[37,38].  

 

 
Figure 7 Hartigan index shows that the optimal number of 

clusters is 4 

 

Table 1 Examples of video segments 

Segment Start End 

Action 

observed from 

the screen 

Designer 

behaviors 
Video data Video data 

8 11:25.391 11:33.591 No action 

Lift pen from 

the tablet, look 

at the screen 

 
 

9 11:33.591 11:53.351 Write 

Write, left hand 

put on the side 

of the tablet 

 
 

10 11:53.351 11:59.561 No action 

Scratch eyes 

and look up for 

a few seconds  
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The differences in power spectral density between 

the right and the left hemisphere were computed for 

each EEG segment. The result was used as features 

for k-means clustering algorithm. Validity index was 

calculated to obtain the optimal number of clusters. 

The clustering and cluster validation were computed 

by CVAP toolbox [39]. For the current data set, 

Hartigan index shows four as the optimal number of 

clusters as presented in Figure 7. 

6. RESULTS 

The 34 segments are grouped into 4 clusters. Table 2 

shows the number of segments for each cluster. 

Table 3 shows the percentage of segments distributed 

over the design activities and the corresponding 

cluster number. A graphical result is shown in Figure 

8. 
 

Table 2 Distribution of clusters 

Cluster 

number 

Number 

of segments 

1 1 

2 4 

3 13 

4 16 

Total 34 

 

Table 3 Clustering result 

 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 

Id-R, Ev-R 0 0 0 2.94% 

An-R, Ev-R 0 0 2.94% 0 

Sr-K 0 0 2.94% 5.88% 

Sr-K, Gr-S 0 0 2.94% 2.94% 

Sr-K, An-K, 

Ev-K 

0 2.94% 0 0 

Sr-K, Ev-S, 

Gr-S, Ex-S 

2.94% 0 0 0 

An-K, Ev-

K, Gr-S 

0 0 0 2.94% 

Ex-S 0 5.88% 14.7% 20.59% 

Ex-S, Ev-S 0 0 2.94% 0 

Ev-S, Gr-S 0 0 5.88% 2.94% 

Ex-S, Gr-S 0 0 2.94% 0 

Ev-S 0 0 0 2.94% 

 

Sr-K: search for knowledge 

An-K: analyze knowledge 

Ev-K: evaluate knowledge 

Ex-S: express solution 

Ev-S: evaluate solution 

 

Gr-S: generate solution 

Ev-R: evaluate requirement 

Id-R: identify requirement 

An-R: analyze requirement 

 

From Table 3 and Figure 8, we see that design 

activities belong to cluster 3 are: {solution 

expression, solution generation}, {solution 

evaluation, solution generation}, {solution 

expression, solution evaluation}, {solution 

expression}, {knowledge search, solution 

generation}, {knowledge search}, {requirement 

analysis, requirement evaluation}.  

Solution generation and evaluation activity appear 

most frequently in cluster 3. The reason that some 

segments are not coded as solution generation and/or 

evaluation can be that it is not always clear for 

researchers to identify solution generation and/or 

evaluation for a certain segment. Idea generation and 

evaluation can be embedded in other activities such 

as solution expression, knowledge search, 

requirement analysis, and requirement evaluation.  

Furthermore, the second last segment, in which 

designers are about to finish the design and solution 

generation is unlikely to occur, belongs to cluster 3. 

This makes us believe that evaluation plays a more 

dominant role in cluster 3 than solution generation. 

Therefore, it is possible that most of the design 

activities in cluster 3 include evaluation activity. 

 

 
Figure 8 Clustering result 

Design activities belong to cluster 4 are: {solution 

evaluation}, {solution expression, solution 

generation}, {solution expression}, {knowledge 

analysis, knowledge evaluation, solution 

generation}, {knowledge search, solution 

generation}, {knowledge search}, {requirement 

identification, requirement evaluation}. 

Similarly, evaluation and generation appear more 

frequently in cluster 4. Based on the protocol, after 

reading the design problem, the designer comes up 

with a solution first before analyzing the 

requirement. Cluster 4 appears more frequent in the 

beginning of the design process and less in the end of 

the design process.  Therefore, cluster 4 should 

represent solution generation. 
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Activities belong to cluster 1 and cluster 2 are 

unclear due to small number of segments for the 

clusters. However, cluster 2 tends to be a 

combination of several design activities.  

It is noted that although most members of cluster 4 

and cluster 3 belong to solution expression, neither 

cluster 3 nor cluster 4 can be taken as solution 

expression because solution expression is not a 

primitive activity. Expression often includes 

evaluation and/or generation activities.  

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND 
DISCUSSION 

In the paper, we cluster the segments based on the 

differences in EEG power spectral density between 

the right and left hemisphere. The data set is from 

one subject. The purpose of the analysis is to find 

potential approach to studying design activities using 

EEG signals rather than address the issue of 

generality.  

Our hypothesis is that similar activities observed 

from the segments should have similar EEG features 

and appropriate clustering method should be able to 

group similar-activity segments based on EEG 

features. In conducting the study, we adopted k-

means algorithm to cluster the segments. We found 

that solution generation and evaluation are likely to 

intertwine but the role of one can be more dominant 

than the role of the other in certain segments. 

Solution expression and knowledge search are not 

primitive design activities. For future work, 

experiments will be done to find primitive cognitive 

design activities. Segmentation scheme will be 

revised to better fit the EEG-based analysis approach.  
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